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Global Brokers

London Market Placement Deals 
Represent New Stage of Evolution

The movement toward insurers automatically taking a share of business through 
broker arrangements could result in the loosening of underwriting risk manage-
ment practices, and eventually lead to deterioration in technical performance 

driven by weakened controls around pricing and risk selection. 

A.M. Best has noted the recent change in placement practices with the introduction of 
“mega” whole-account broker deals. While similar types of arrangements have existed 
in the marketplace for a number of years in many forms, the new developments repre-
sent a key departure from current approaches, not least in terms of scale.

Co-insurance quota share agreements, whereby brokers pre-arrange capacity with a 
single or small panel of insurers, have attracted attention in the past few months fol-
lowing actions by Aon plc and Willis Group Holdings Ltd., the world’s second and third 
largest brokers (see Exhibit).  These brokers place billions of dollars of premium into 
the market.

In March 2013,  Aon Risk Solutions 
announced it had signed a unique co-
insurance agreement with Berkshire 
Hathaway International Insurance Ltd.
for all its Lloyd’s market business. Under 
the agreement,  Aon’s managing gen-
eral agent business will have delegated 
authority to grant cover on behalf of 
Berkshire Hathaway globally across all 
industry segments.  Aon will automati-
cally cede 7.5% of its Lloyd’s business 
placed in a sidecar facility to Berkshire 
Hathaway,  although Aon clients will 
have the opportunity to opt out of the 
arrangement.

Market participants are awaiting devel-
opments regarding the “Willis 360” concept, which works in partnership with insurers 
to develop commercial insurance cover and risk management solutions for medium-
sized United Kingdom businesses. Willis has stated its relationships with insurers will 
provide “enhanced cover, increased limits and integrated risk management services” 
into its policies as standard. It is thought that the facility will provide capacity for 
approximately 20% of any single placement on its London market specialty book. 

The actions taken by Aon and Willis suggest mega brokers are looking to make place-
ment more cost effective and to maximise whole account commissions. Meanwhile, 
other intermediaries, such as Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group plc, the seventh largest 
global broker, have publically stated that they will not be adopting the same arrange-
ment facilities. 

A.M. Best 
would become 
concerned if 
insurers involved 
in the new 
contracts lose 
underwriting 
control.  
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Exhibit
Top 10 Global Brokers – Total Revenues 
(2012)

Broker
Total Revenues 

2012 (USD)
1 Marsh & McLennan Cos. 11.90 Billion

2 Aon plc 11.50 Billion

3 Willis Group Holdings Ltd. 3.48 Billion

4 Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. 2.52 Billion

5 Wells Fargo Insurance Services 1.85 Billion

6 BB&T Insurance Services Inc.* 1.56 Billion

7 Jardine Lloyd Thompson Group plc 1.43 Billion

8 Brown & Brown Inc. 1.20 Billion

9 National Financial Partners Corp. 1.06 Billion

10 Lockton Companies LLC 1.01 Billion
Notes:
* 2012 total revenue includes a full year of revenue for Crump.
Source: A.M. Best Research (Best’s Review, July 2013)



Briefing Global Brokers

New Placement Arrangements Provide Negative and Positive Aspects
For insurers that are involved in the new contracts,  A.M. Best would become con-
cerned if they lose underwriting control. Should history repeat itself – as was the case 
in the late 1990s and early 2000s when many specialty companies in the United States 
and several Lloyd’s syndicates gave their pens to U.S. Managing General Agents, which 
were volume-driven and not focused on underwriting profits – the consequences could 
be disastrous.  Additionally, the risk of non-disclosure may be heightened under the new 
arrangements, compared with per risk placements. Significant discussion among insur-
ers can currently arise when brokers are dealing with a single risk. However, if risks are 
pooled into a portfolio, some disclosures may not be made, and the debate is likely to 
grow over what is deemed to be “material” disclosure.

A.M. Best would also regard it to be a negative development if insurers become over 
reliant on whole account broker deals as a source of business flow and if they become 
even more dependent on large brokers. Insurer margins may also be squeezed if bro-
kers take some form of block commission on deals. While brokers’ management infor-
mation has generally improved in many aspects over the past decade, there are poten-
tial questions over their ability to accurately capture, for example, reserves. 

Furthermore,  A.M. Best also notes this movement toward these deals comes at a time 
when excess capacity is chasing static volumes of business. Such arrangements could 
provide further opportunity for non-traditional capital to enter the market (including 
the primary market) and put further pressure on rates.  A recent special report by A.M. 
Best,  The Capital Challenge: Reinsurance Capacity Overshadows Market (Aug. 26, 
2013), stated as much as USD 45 billion of additional capacity has entered the reinsur-
ance market in recent years, with hedge funds, pension funds, endowments and trusts 
attracted by the relatively favourable returns.

It is also likely that under whole account broker deals, some insurers currently involved 
in conventional subscription placements will not necessarily participate in the new 
facilities.  Those insurers that are deemed to be offering limited added value at the bot-
tom end of slips may be removed from contracts. Consequently, smaller following mar-
ket players, including some small Lloyd’s syndicates and international subsidiaries in the 
London market, could lose business flow as they are cut out of placements. 

It also remains unclear what impact these new deals will have on Lloyd’s intra market 
– regarding the business flow from small syndicates to larger ones – and if there will 
be a loss of business for insurers that are unable or refuse to participate. It has been 
suggested that the Aon agreement enables Berkshire Hathaway to enjoy the return of 
the Lloyd’s market, without having to make the same investment around underwriting 
expertise. Lloyd’s executives have been cited as stating these arrangements will face the 
same controls as other binding authorities as they involve delegation of underwriting 
authority to the broker.

However,  A.M. Best believes for rated entities participating in such programmes, and 
other insurers more generally, the change in broker placements could have some posi-
tive implications. For example, insurers that are part of the facilities may benefit from 
a reduction in acquisition costs. Such partnerships with brokers can result in good 
business flow and provide risk diversification. Furthermore, insurers may welcome the 
assistance of broker management information, such as historical data on portfolios – 
provided the information can be verified. 
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Whole Account Broker Deals Raise Further Questions
Regulators, including the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA), which regulates the con-
duct of all U.K. financial services firms, are likely to be watching developments closely, 
particularly the structure of commissions paid under the new contracts. 

In July 2013, the FCA announced it was launching a “conflicts of interest thematic proj-
ect” with findings and final recommendations to be unveiled by the last quarter of this 
year.  The strategic thematic review will explore how U.K. insurance brokers identify 
and manage potential conflicts where they receive revenue from both their customers 
and insurers.  The FCA said brokers’ business models have changed radically over the 
last 20 years with some shifting from being “vanilla” product distributors to “product 
designers, underwriters and claims handlers through delegated underwriting and claims 
authorities.”

In reality, the Aon and Berkshire Hathaway deal and potential Willis arrangement repre-
sents a small portion of the brokers’ overall portfolios. However, concerns of anti-com-
petitive practices could arise on future deals depending on the level of placement and 
the length of such contracts. Questions may also be posed regarding broker conflict of 
interest and whether the new arrangements could have a negative impact on smaller 
reinsurance clients whose inwards business plans have been curtailed.


